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The Honorable
Morris K. rJdal1
Chairman,
Committee
on
Interior
and Insular
I\ffairs
House of Representatives
The Honorable
Edward $7. Markey
Chairman,
Subcommittee
on Energy
Conservation
and Power
Committee on Energy and Commerce
Rouse of Representatives
and as agreed
As you requested
in your March 18, 1985, letter
in subsequent
meetings with your offices,
we have compiled
information
on the Department
of Energy's
plans for monitored
hetrievable
storage
(YRS) of spent nuclear
fuel.
9s agreed,
this
fact sheet describes
the following
points
included
in our briefing
of your staffs
on January 21, 1986:
the purpose
of MRS; the state
cf Tennessee's
role in the development
of the MRS proposal
and the
Department's
plans for its future
involvement,
if MRS is
authorized
by the Congress;
the potential
advantages
and
bisadvantages
of MRS; and the state and local
impacts of siting
an
hRS facility
in Tennessee.
In addition,
we have included
the
results
of a questionnaire
we distributed
to 74 nuclear
power
utilities
requesting
information
on their
spent-fuel
storage plans
bnd their
views on MRS.
The Department
of Energy has prepared
a review version
of a
roposal
for the construction
of an MRS in Tennessee that would
eceive,
consolidate,
package,
store,
and transport
spent fuel
jfrom, commercial
reactors.
DOE identifies
several
advantages
of
bRS for the waste management system, as well as some costs and
In addition,
iimpacts.
some
DOE and its contractors
identified
pisadvantages
to the MRS in earlier
program documents.
The state
of Tennessee has participated
in the YRS program mainly
through
its review of proposal
documents and, in particular,
its analysis
of the potential
impacts of MRS on health
and safety,
economics,
the environment,
and transportation.
State and local groups,
as
well as DOE, have identified
several
environmental,
socioeconomic,
and transportation
impacts from siting
an MRS in Tennessee.
This fact sheet provides
a summary of the information
obtained
to date on the MRS and the Department's
plans for waste
transportation.
We will
continue
to evaluate
DOE's MRS and waste
transportation
plans and, as agreed, our final
report
to you will
respond to the remaining
questions
in your request.

We obtained
the information
in this fact sheet from
documents provided
by Department
of Energy and Tennessee state
and local
officials,
(2) discussions
with these officials,
and
(3) responses
by utilities
to our questionnaire.
we also
discussed
a draft
of this fact sheet with Department
of Energy
and Tennessee officials
and incorporated
their
comments as
appropriate.
(1)

unless you publicly
announce
As arranged with your offices,
its contents
earlier,
we plan no further
distribution
of this fact
At that time we
sheet until
10 days from the date of the letter.
will
send copies to interested
parties
and make copies available
to others
upon request.
the

Please call
fact sheet.

me on 275-1441

if

you have any questions

p!iisiYd+
Keith 0. Pultz
Associate
Director
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SECTION 1
PURPOSE OF INTEGRATED MONITORED RETRIEVABLE STORAGE
The Nuclear Waste Policy
Act of 1982 established
a
comprehensive
system for the management of spent nuclear
fuel and
high-level
waste.
The system described
in the act is primarily
composed of two elements:
commercial
nuclear
power reactors,
which generate
nuclear
waste in the form of spent fuel,
and a
geologic
repository,
a deep mined structure
in which the spent
In addition,
the act required
the
fuel will
be disposed.
Department
of Energy (DOE) to prepare a proposal
for the
construction
of another
facility
in the system--a
monitored
as an option
for the safe
retrievable
storage
(MRS) facility-management of nuclear
waste.
DOE has concluded
that an MRS facility
located
in Tennessee
would significantly
improve the performance
of the nuclear
waste
As proposed by DOE an MRS facility
would
management system.
provide
an early
focus for developing
and integrating
the
essential
operational
functions
of waste acceptance,
packaging,
and transportation
for disposal.
(See fig.
1.1.)
The primary
purpose of an MRS facility
would be to receive
and prepare spent nuclear
fuel from commercial
reactors
for
The facility
would also have
disposal
in a geologic
repository.
DOE
is proposing
that
the capability
to store spent fuel on site.
the Congress limit
the amount of storage at the MRS to 15,000
The storage
capacity
technically
could be expanded
metric
tons.
beyond this limit
if authorized
by the Congress.
The MRS facility
an integral
part of

would perform several
the overall
system:

principal

functions

as

--receive
spent nuclear
fuel from most reactor
sites
(those
in the eastern
United States)
prior
to shipment to a
repository
for disposal;1
I
4

--consolidate
the spent fuel by extracting
the rods from the
hardware that holds them together
in assemblies
and
rearranging
them in a more compact array (rod
consolidation)
for greater
efficiency
in storage,
handling,
transportation,
and disposal:

1According
to the December 1985 review copy of DOE's proposal,
MRS facility
would not receive
spent fuel from reactors
located
in the western United States;
rather
these reactors'
spent fuel would be shipped directly
to the repository
for
preparation
and disposal.
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the

--load
the consolidated
spent fuel into uniform
canisters
facilitate
storage,
handling,
shipping,
and further
processing
at a repository;
--temporarily
store the spent-fuel
waste-handling
building,
pending
repository;
--if

in the
to the

necessary,
store spent-fuel
canisters
for longer periods
in a large storage yard in sealed concrete
casks that would
allow radiation
monitoring
and easy retrieval
for shipment
to a repository;
and

--transport
the canisters
trains
directly
to the
Figure

canisters
shipment

to

1.1:

Distribution
System With

in shipping
casks on dedicated
repository
for disposal.

of Waste Management Functions
an Integrated
MRS Facility

l
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SECTION 2
TENNESSEE’S ROLE IN MRS PROPOSAL’S DWELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION
DOE’s SITE IDENTIFICATION
PROCESS
In late
April
1985 DOE identified
three
considered
the most favorable
for development
desians
for the MRS proposal:

--the
cancelled
Clinch River Breeder
located
in the Roane County portion
Tennessee;
--a

site
Ridge,

on DOE’s Oak Ridge
Tennessee:
and

--the
site
cancelled
Hartsville,
for

the Clinch

--The site is owned by the
custody of TVA.
--Because
the
Reservation,
land use.

I
,

Reactor Proiect
of Oak Ridge,

Reservation,

located

site,

in Oak

of the Tennessee Valley
Authority’s
(TVA)
Hartsville
nuclear
power plant near the
Tennessee,
community.
2.1.)
(See fig.

DOE identified
several
reasons:

--Part
for

sites
that it
of site-specific

River

site

federal

site is adjacent
nuclear
activities

as the most preferable
qovernment

and is

to DOE’s Oak Ridqe
are compatible
with

in the

present

of the site has already
been disrupted
bv preparation
the construction
of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor.

--The site has excellent
access for any mode of
transportation;
it is within
5 miles of the nearest
interstate
hiqhway,
within
1.5 miles of a main rail
and on a navigable
waterway.
--The local
personnel
--An extensive
the site.

community can supply
for the MRS project.
base of environmental

experienced
data

line,

technical
is available

for

--The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission
(NRC\ had granted a
limited
work authorization
for the construction
of a
breeder reactor
at this site-- a far more complex nuclear
installation
than the MRS facility.
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As the following
chronology
indicates,
Tennessee was not
DOP, interacted
involved
in DOE's initial
site identification.
with Tennessee regarding
the MRS in the following
ways:
to DOE records,
the Director,
--In late March 1985, according
office
of Civilian
Radioactive
Waste Management, called
the
his call was referred
to the
governor
of Tennessee;
At this time,
Commissioner
of Health and the Environment.
the Director
notified
the Commissioner
that DOE was
for
considering
3 sites
in Tennessee,
out of 11 nationwide,
Tennessee officials
the location
of the MRS facility.
stated
that this contact
occurred
in April
1985.
to Tennessee officials,
DOE
--On April
25, 1985, according
delivered
documents and background
information
to the
office
of the Commissioner
of Health and the Environment
indicating
that three Tennessee sites had been identified
as DOE's alternative
sites
for an MRS.
meeting between
--On April
26, 1985, the first
DOE officials
took place to inform the state
for DOE'S decision
to propose an MRS facility
Also on this date, DOE established
Tennessee.
office
in Oak Ridge and information
facilities
to facilitate
communication
and interaction.

Tennessee and
of the basis
in
an MRS
in the state

: STATE'S ROLE IN DEVELOPMENT
OF MRS PROPOSAL
Since April
1985 Tennessee has been reviewing
draft
segments
of DOE's proposal
for MRS. Several state and local
agencies
participated
in this review to critique
DOE's information
as well
as conduct independent
analyses:

!

--In May 1985 the governor
gave the Safe Growth Cabinet
Council2
the responsibility
for evaluating
the MRS
proposal
at the state level.
At the same time, two
groups --the
Clinch River MRS Task Force for the Oak Ridge
I
area
(the Clinch River and Oak Ridge sites)
and the Five
1
County Research,
Evaluation,
Analysis
and Liaison
(REAL)
group for the Hartsville
area-- were formed to analyze and
evaluate
the proposal
at the local
level.

2The Safe Growth Cabinet Council --which
includes
the Commissioners
of the Tennessee Departments
of Health and Environment,
Transportation,
Economic and Community Development,
Conservation,
Agriculture,
and the Executive
Director
of the Tennessee Wildlife
Resources Aqency-- is an advisory
group to the governor
on the
subject
of environmental
protection
and enhancement of
Tennessee's
aesthetic
qualities
and environment.
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--In June 1985 Tennessee received
a $1.4 million
grant from
DOE to assist
the state in determining
the potential
impacts of MRS on the state and developing
an opinion
on
the acceptability
of the facility.
Of this $1.4 million,
$100,000 was allocated
to the Clinch River MRS Task Force
and $100,000 to the REAL group for their
evaluations
of
local
impacts.
--In
the process of evaluating
the proposal
and determining
the potential
impacts of DOE's MRS plans,
meetings,
workshops,
field
trips,
public
hearings,
and other
activities
were undertaken
with the participation
of
representatives
of DOE, the state and local governments,
the state legislature,
consultants,
and the general
public.
--In October
1985 the Clinch River MRS Task Force completed
its evaluation
and gave its conditional
acceptance
to the
facility
providing
certain
concerns are addressed
in
Congress's
authorization
of MRS. (The Task Force's
findings
are discussed
in sec. 5 of this fact sheet.)
--In November 1985 the REAL group completed
its evaluation
and found that an MRS facility
in Hartsville
was
unacceptable
because of perceived
negative
impacts on the
community.
--In
December 1985 all the participating
state agencies and
contractors
submitted
their
written
reports
to the Safe
Growth Cabinet Council
for final
dispositon
and
communication
of the results
to the governor.
--On January 21, 1986, the governor
of Tennessee notified
Secretary
of Energy that he opposed the MRS because (1)
MRS is unnecessary
and (2) thespublic's
perceptions
and
controversy
over the MRS would have a detrimental
effect
industrial
recruitment,
economic expansion,
and tourism
the Knoxville-Oak
Ridge area.
I
,

the
the
the
on
in

--On February
5, 1986, the governor
of Tennessee formally
submitted
to the Secretary
of Energy the state’s
comments
on DOE's MRS proposal
documents.

Ongoing

litigation

The extent
and timing
of Tennessee’s
participation
in the MRS
siting
process has been the subject
of litigation
still
pending in
DOE did not submit its FIRS proposal
to
the courts.
Consequently,
the Congress in February
1986, as planned;
DOE is awaiting
resolution
of the litigation
to formally
submit the proposal.
In
summary, the legal proceedings
relating
to the MRS include
the
following:

8

a
--On Auqust 20, 1985, the state of Tennessee filed
complaint
with a Tennessee district
court,
arguing
that the
Nuclear Waste Policv
Act required
DOE to consult
in a
timely
manner with the state concerning
the MRS and that
DOE had failed
to meet this requirement.
The state also
sought an iniunction
to prevent
DOE from submitting
the MRS
proposal
to the Congress.
--On October 21, 1985, DOE asked the district
court to
dismiss
the state's
case on the qrounds that the district
court had no subject
matter iurisdiction
in the case.
The
court denied DOE's motion for dismissal
on November 12. On
DOE permission
January 9, 1986, a court of appeals granted
to appeal this decision
and for expedited
consideration
of
The appeal is pending.
the appeal.
--While
the appeals court was reviewing
the jurisdiction
issue,
the district
court considered
the merits
of the
case.
On February
5, 1986, the district
court concluded
that DOE violated
the act by failing
to consult
and
cooperate
with the governor
and legislature
of the state
Tennessee in the MRS siting
process.

of

--On February
7, 1986, the district
court permanently
enjoined
DOE from making any proposal
to the Congress that
relies
on siting
studies
developed
prior
to consultation
and cooperation
with Tennessee.
On February
12, DOE filed
both a notice of appeal with the district
court and a
motion to stay the injunction
pending appeal.
That motion
was denied on February
14.

,

--On February
13, 1986, DOE appealed the district
court's
decision
and asked the appeals court to reverse
the
injunction
or stay the injunction
pending appeal.
In early
March 1986, the court of appeals denied DOE's request
for
reversal
or stav of the injunction
prohibiting
DOE from
submittinq
the MRS proposal
to the Congress.
; STATE'S PROPOSED ROLE IN
1 IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSAL
In December 1985 DOE released
a review copy of its MRS
proposal
required
by the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act.
.DOE envisions
that after
approval
of the MRS proposal,
it would enter into a
written
consultation-and-cooperation
aqreement with the state of
Tennessee,
which would formalize
arrangements
for state and local
involvement.
Such an agreement is provided
for under Section
117
of the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act.
both

DOE has proposed
annual financial

to provide
assistance

the state and local governments
payments during MRS's

9

preoperational
period
and payments equal to property
and other
taxes paid by taxable
facilities
during MRS operation.
This
financial
assistance
would be in addition
to reimbursements
for
work performed
for the MRS project.
DOE has also
proposed the establishment
of an MRS Steering
Committee to review the project's
implementation.
This committee
would conduct performance
evaluations,
provide
advice,
and
recommend any needed corrective
actions.
The committee
could also

--provide
facility;

information

to the public

--ensure
that state and local
key programmatic
decisions;

about

perspectives
and

the safety

of

the

are considered

in

--participate
in planning
for the collection
of data on the
environmental,
demographic,
and socioeconomic
conditions
of
the site and the local
community.
The proposed committee
would consist
of nine members--a
chairman named by DOE in consultation
with the governor
of
Tennessee;
two members representing
DOE; two representing
the
state;
and one each representing
Roane County, the city of Oak
paying into the Nuclear Waste Fund, and other
Ridge, all utilities
public
interests.
Figure
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Proposed

Site8
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SECTION 3
ADVANTAGES OF AN MRS FACILITY
DOE has stated
that an MRS would significantly
improve the
performance
of the waste management system.
In the December 1985
review copy of the MRS proposal,
DOE identified
the following
advantages
and benefits
for the waste management system that DOE
has concluded
would result
from development
of the proposed MRS.
In general,
according
to DOE's proposal
documents,
MRS would
--improve
waste system development
by allowing
some
licensing
and planning
activities
in the program to be
implemented
prior
to repository
site selection.
Planning
for waste transportation,
including
routes,
logistics,
and
equipment procurement,
as well as some other activities,
could begin earlier.
--accelerate
spent-fuel
acceptance
from the utilities.
By
starting
in 1996 and reaching
full
operations
by 1998, MRS
would allow DOE to receive
spent fuel at full
capacity
5
years sooner than a repository-only
system.
(The
repository-only
system is designed
to reach full-capacity
operation
in 2002.)
--provide
increased
reliability
and flexibility
in
operating
the system.
Among other system operation
benefits,
DOE said that adding storage
capacity
at the MRS
would allow the unloading
of reactor
storage
pools to be
independent
of the loading
of the repository.
Thus, delays
or disruptions
in one component of the system would be less
likely
to affect
progress
of the entire
waste management
system.

I
,

--facilitate
the operations
of
to other repository
benefits,
would receive
fewer shipments
mode (rail)
from an MRS.

the repository.
In addition
DOE said that the repository
arriving
by one transport

--improve
the performance
of the transportation
system.
According
to DOE, MRS would serve as a hub for
transportation
operations,
focus the control'and
management
of transportation
operations,
reduce the number of
cross-country
shipments
and shipping
routes,
reduce public
exposure from transport
operations,
and provide
other
transportation
benefits.
--produce
institutional
benefits
that could enhance
progress
in the repository
program and public
acceptance
of
these repositories.
Among other institutional
benefits,
DOE expects to gain experience
from its interactions
with

11

the state
confidence

of Tennessee that
in DOE's ability

would enhance the public's
to carry out the program.
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SECTION 4
DISADVANTAGES OF AN MRS FACILITY
The December 1985
identified
the following

version
costs

of DOE's proposal
documents
and impacts
of MRS:

--an increase
in system facility
costs
of about
$1.4
tr) $2
billion
(approximately
6 percent
of total
system
costs),
plus additional
financial
assistance
and other costs of the
facility
(DOE's revised
estimates
show that the net cost
increase
to the system of constructing
and operatinq
an MRS
would ranqe between $1.6 to $2.6 billion.):
--a

requirement

for

additional

--an increase--within
exposure to radiation
and

licensinq

activities;

regulatory
limits--in
occupational
from additional
spent-fuel
handling:

--some duplication
in facilities
system since the repository
receive
and package western

or operations
in the overall
have the capability
to
reactors'
spent fuel.

must

In addition,
in earlier
issue papers and internal
DOE workinq
documents,
DOE contractors
and field
office
officials
preparing
DOE’s proposal
determined
that the MRS proposed by DOE would have
some disadvantages.
Included
among the disadvantages
are these:
--Increased
facility
equipment
additional

svstem

complexity.

add another
requirinq
more
and more interfaces
to accommodate as well as
siting
and decommissioning
activities.

to

the

waste

MRS would

management

system

--Shifting
transportation
patterns.
MRS would
significantly
redistribute
shipments
of spent fuel and,
consequently,
the risk in the transportation
system.
The
redistribution
of shipments
would decrease the number of
shipments
seen by most states
but would likely
increase
the
number of shipments
for Tennessee and some adjacent
states.
It would add a second area in the system--in
addition
to the repository
site-- where spent-fuel
shipments
would converge.
--Altered
cash flows.
MRS would increase
near-term
costs
of the Nliclear
Waste Fund, significantly
altering
cash
flows.
Although
some of the costs
incurred
are compensated
by lower costs later
in time, a question
may exist
as to
the ability
of the fund in its early years to sustain
the
additional
facility.
(In the review version
of the MRS
DOE states
that it believes
the fee paid by
proposal,

13

utilities
adequate

to finance
the waste management program
to fund the program in the near-term.)

is

In discussions
concerning
this fact sheet, DOE officials
stated that some of the identified
costs and impacts of the MRS
may have positive
implications
for the waste management system.
For example, while an MRS would add another facility
that must be
licensed,
DOE officials
stated
that separating
licensing
of waste
preparation
functions
from waste emplacement activities
may
facilitate
repository
licensing.
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SECTION 5
STATE AND LOCAL IMPACTS OF MRS
DOE considers
each of the three Tennessee sites
acceptable
for MRS and has identified
Clinch River as the preferred
site.
Data on the candidate
sites were also evaluated
by the state and
concerned local governments
for acceptability
in terms of
environmental,
socioeconomic,
and transportation
impacts.
and the Roane County/Oak
Ridge community
DOE, the state,
evaluations
generally
agree that (1) environmental
impacts from
MRS would be within
regulatory
limits
and could be mitigated;
(2) socioeconomic
impacts,
including
loss of tax revenues,
will
require
compensation;
and (3) further
transportation
planning
and
physical
improvements
will
be required
to alleviate
state and
local
concerns.
Some disagreement
exists
between DOE and the
Tennessee Department
of Conservation
over the geologic
suitability
of the Clinch River site.
In addition,
the Clinch River Task
Force raised several
concerns about the need for better
site-specific
data and a thorough
study of the possibility
of
accidents.
The following
presents
a summary of the major concerns
and conclusions
regarding
impacts of siting
an MRS facility
in
Tennessee.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
DOE concluded
that the environmental
impacts of the MRS would
be slight
and all within
applicable
federal
and state standards.
However, DOE said that MRS could result
in a potential
for
temporary
degradation
of ambient air and water quality
in the
immediate vicinity
of the proposed MRS site during
construction
activities
(e.g.,
site clearing
and excavation)
and loss of land
Ear ecological
processes
at the site.
DOE stated
that these
environmental
impacts are less than or equivalent
to those
expected
for any moderately
sized industrial
facility.
The Tennessee State Department
of Health and Environment
found that DOE's plans for monitoring
the site could help
alleviate
possible
impacts from construction
and agreed that
degradation
would likely
be temporary
and within
regulatory
limits.

any

The Clinch River MRS Task Force concluded
that construction
activities
could affect
noise levels,
surface
and groundwater,
and
local ecology
including
forests,
wildlife,
fish,
and endangered
species.
It also stated
that more detailed
study will
be
necessary
to quantify
the environmental
impacts due to clearing
and site preparation
at the Oak Ridge site.
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The State Department
of Conservation
was concerned that
ecological
data used for site selection
were out of date or not
site-specific
and that this could delay construction
if more
current
and site-specific
data indicate
problems.
In addition,
the Tennessee Department
of Conservation's
review of geologic
data
indicated
that the Clinch River site contains
sink holes and may
be susceptible
to flooding
in the event of dam failure.
The Clinch River Task Force was concerned that workers,
the
public,
or the environment
could be exposed to radiation
from
accidents
or during
improper operation
of the MRS.
SOCIOECONOMIC

IMPACTS

DOE identified
certain
specific
socioeconomic
applicable
to the Clinch River community including
--If

impacts
the following:

the MRS were located
at Clinch River,
the community
would lose use of the site for other commercial
development
with a resulting
potential
loss of additional
tax
revenues.
Roth the state and the Clinch River Task Force
also identified
this revenue loss as a negative
zimpact.

--Local
government
costs would increase
because of increased
especially
in the Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
public
services,
community,
given the present
concentration
of federal
(Both the Clinch River and
activities
in the community.
The Clinch River Task
Oak Ridge sites
are in Oak Ridge.)
Force also believed
MRS could hinder
the community's
efforts
to diversify
its economic base.
--The community could potentially
lose some local control
over its economic base accompanied by feelings
of loss
financial
independence.

of

The REAL group stated
that Hartsville
could experience
negative
socioeconomic
impacts from construction
of MRS. This
group also believes
MRS would negatively
affect
land values in the
community.
I
The state agencies
identified
both negative
and positive
Among these impacts are the
impacts from MRS in Tennessee.
following:
--Public
affect
Force

perceptions
of the MRS facility
could
The
Clinch
tourism
and new industry.
agreed with this assessment.

--MRS would not
communities.

create

a material

16

boom-bust

negatively
River Task

effect

on local

--The benefits
from the MRS are small
existing
local economy.

relative

to the

--An MRS facility
would increase
employment,
increase
revenue
and bring positive
impacts from decreased
from sales taxes,
property
tax rates in the affected
communities.
TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS
DOE concluded
that each site would require
such as highway
improvements.
access upgrading,
safety
and reliability,
DOE concluded
that
from

transportation

--radiological

risks3

--nonradiological
radiological

are slightly
higher
than
risks4
but still
extremely
low.
risks,

Both the state and the Clinch River
findings
on transportation
risks.
~ would

varying
degrees
In terms of

DOE recognized
affect
state
--specific
--route

designations

--emergency
--development

are low and

agreed

that more work was needed on other
and local governments,
including

shipment

--training

Task Force

of all

procedures

of

with

DOE's

issues

that

and regulations,

and restrictions,
involved

responsiveness,

personnel,
and

of shipment.tracking

methods.

The Clinch River Task Force raised numerous concerns about some of
including
routing,
inspections,
vehicle
escorts,
the same issues,
and emergency response procedures
that it believes
would be
required
for safe transport
of spent fuel in the community.
DOE
and the state have agreed that these issues
could be resolved
in
future
agreements.

I

3Radiological
risks
arise from routine
exposure to radiation
from
shipping
spent fuel and potential
releases
from severe accidents.
4Nonradiological
transportation

risks are associated
with the actual
and possible
breakdowns or accidents.

act of
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While the state
identified
some direct
transportation
impacts
of the MRS on Tennessee,
their
analysis
focused primarily
on
overall
waste system
impacts of shipping
spent fuel with and
without
an MRS. The state studies
identified
the following
transportation
impacts:
--The amount of transportation
of spent
will
be greater
with an MRS facility
and to the extent
that risk
facility,
the risk to
amount
of transportation,
will
also be qreater.

fuel in Tennessee
than without
an MRS
is a function
of the
Tennessee citizens

--Transport
of spent nuclear
fuel incurs
relatively
fewer
risks
than other types of transport
(e.g.,
movement of
chemicals,
coal, general
freight,
and even
gasoline,
automobile
occupants).
--Improving

the logistics
of the overall
waste transportation
the proportion
of
using large casks, increasing
use of trains
that
transport
by rail,
and making greater
carry only spent fuel)
can reduce all transportation
impacts.

system

(by

--Transportation
improvements
achieve reductions
in system
greater
than those attributed
The REAL group found that
would be needed to satisfy
MRS
that public
perceptions
of the
contributed
to the community's
Hartsville.

in a system without
an MRS can
impacts that are equal
to or
to an MRS.

and rail
improvements
road, bridge,
transportation
requirements
and
risks of nuclear
shipment accidents
opposition
to a facility
in
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SECTION 6
RESULTS OF SURVEY OF UTILITIES
In November 1985 we distributed
a questionnaire
to the chief
executive
officers
of those utilities
(74) that either
own or
askinq their
views on DOE’s plans
operate
nuclear
power plants,
with a compilation
of utilities’
for MRS. The questionnaire,
is included
on pages 22 through 30.
The number of
responses,
nonresponses
and other responses
for each question
is also noted
The following
is a summary of the responses
on the questionnaire.
from the 54 utilities
that completed
our questionnaire.5
SPENT-FUEL STORAGE PLANS
Most spent fuel from reactors
is currently
stored
in pools at
the individual
reactor
sites.
Some reactors
are rapidlv
depleting
These reactors
must find
their
existing
storage
capacity.
alternative
means to expand or supplement
this storage
to
accommodate their
growing spent-fuel
inventories
until
DOE accepts
it for disposal
as planned beginninq
in 1998.
Utilities’
ability
to expand storage
capacity
at reactor
sites
bears directly
on the
question
of need for and benefits
of MRS for storage
until
a
Therefore,
repository
becomes available.
we asked the utilities
questions
regardinq
their
spent-fuel
storage plans.
The following
summarizes their
responses:
--Most utilities
(76 percent)
are planning
or have completed
reracking
their
spent-fuel
storaqe pools to expand their
capacity.
The two other storaqe methods mentioned
most
frequently
as at least under consideration
to keep plants
operating
were rod consolidation
(43 percent)
and on-site
dry storage
(31 percent)‘.
--Almost
all
spent-fuel
repository
this would
4

companies believe
they can provide
for their
own
storage
needs until
1998 (when DOE expects a
to be available),
although
10 companies believe
require
great effort
on their
part.

--After
1998 it becomes more difficult
provide
storage.
Three companies

for
believe

companies to
thev would not

be

50f the 74 utilities
sent questionnaires,
54 completed
the
questionnaire;
17 did not respond because they are minority
owners and other companies responded for them: 2 companies did
not complete
the questionnaire
but provided
their
comments in
letters:
and 1 company did not reply.
For each question
discussed
in this summary, out of 54 responses
4 or fewer
companies did not reply to a specific
question
(i.e.,
the answer
was blank).
All percentages
in this summary are based on these
54 responses.
19

able to provide
storage
if a repository
is delayed less
than 5 years.
Ten companies said they could not provide
storage
if a repository
is delayed 5 years or more.
--Fifty-six
percent of those responding
said they would be
willing
to provide
storage after
1998 if a repository
is
delayed less than 5 years.
Twenty-two
percent
are willing
to provide
such storage
after
a 5-year or more delay.
--If

a repository
is not available
in 1998--the
year in which
DOE has committed
to begin accepting
spent fuel from
utilities
--many utilities
(48 to 67 percent)
expect to seek
some form of financial
reimbursement
from DOE for continued
storage
of their
spent fuel either
through financial
credit
or direct
payment for company services.

--Most utilities
(83 percent)
anticipate
that community
reaction
and NRC licensing
are most likely
to cause some
problems
if spent-fuel
storage
is provided
on-site
beyond
1998.

According
to DOE's December 1985 proposal
documents,
utilities
will
bear the costs of MRS through
their
payments to the
Nuclear Waste Fund.
In addition,
if the MRS is not approved,
some
or all of the functions
attributed
to the MRS--storage,
rod
consolidation,
packaging,
and others--may
be performed
at the
reactor
sites.
we asked the utilities
questions
to
Therefore,
determine
their
views of the need for and desirability
of MRS.
The following
is a summary of their
responses:
--If

i

I

,

a repository
is not available
in 1998, 52 percent of
those responding
said they would prefer
that their
spent
fuel be stored at an YRS rather
than on-site
at power
plants.

--Most utilities
(70 percent)
are willing
to pay a share
the costs of MRS if it is covered by the current
l-millper-kilowatt-hour
fee to utilities.
--Utilities
would

agree

are unwilling
or uncertain
to pay these costs if

they

in the

l-mill

(1)

MRS requires
percent),

(2)

they have already
incurred
substantial
investments
for on-site
storage
(89 percent),

(3)

their
spent
percent).

an increase

that

fuel

is not

20

shipped

fee

of

(80

to an MRS (91

or

--Most utilities
believe
that with effort
they could arrange
for the functions
of an MRS--rod consolidation
(81
standardized
packaging
(69 percent),
cask
percent),
decontamination
(85 percent),
and centralized
an MRS facility.
transportation
(52 percent) --without
--More utilities
(44 percent)
system with only a repository
and an MRS (39 percent).
--More companies support
oppose it (31 percent);
time.
--seventy
DOE will
percent

would prefer
a waste management
to one with both a repository

an MRS (44 percent)
than
20 percent
are neutral
at this

percent of the utilities
have no confidence
that
have a repository
in operation
in 1998.
Another
have little
confidence.

9

--Most companies believe
a repository
will
not be available
Eight utilities
foresee a gap between when
before 2003.
they will
no longer be able to provide
storage
and when
they expect a repository
to be available.
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U.S.

CENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

of DOE’s Plans

Ravleu

for

Monitored

Retrievable

Stotsge

INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Genord

Office

Accounting

The results of thir survey will
be
used by the GAO in reporting
to the
Congress
on DOE’s plans for KRS. Since
your uttlity
is likely
to be directly
by DOE’s program, your frank
and
affected
honeat ansvers will
provide valuable
information.
Plcarc snsvtr the quescionr
in term8 of pour comp8ny’s needs and
plan8,
not in tcrmr of the industry
as a
who le.

agency that 8rrfrrr
tha U.S.
Coagresr in rva1uat 108 f edoral
Ae the rrquert
of tvo U.S. Rouse of
Reprerentatlve
comittees,
we are
rxamiting
the Depart-at
of Energy’s
(DOE’s) plans for monitored
retrievable
storap
of spent nuclear
fuel.
(GAO) ir

l

programs

l

The purpose
of thir questionnaire
is
eo obtain
information
from
utility
nuclear
powerplant
m~aaperr about the impacts of
rhe DOE’s plaoa for monitored
retrievable
storage of rpeat
nuclear
fuel on
DOE has announced
plans to
utilities.
propore that a facility
for waitored
of spent nuclear
fuel
retrievable
storage
be coartrucced
In Teonerex.
Such a
faclliry
would be scheduled
to begin
accepting
rpeat fuel from utilities
in
1996.
DOE believe8
that mooitored
retrievabla
rtorage
(HRS) will
benefit
utilities
by relieving
utilities
from
adding rrorsge
capacity
In the Initial
years
of icr
operation
and rhat such a
facility
WI11 fulfill
DOE’s coneractual
comifment
with your company to begin
sccepting
vaate in 1998.

To refresh
your
by DOE, an XRS would
facility
to:

I
1

We want to make one point clear.
and used
Your answers will
be confidential
only
for the purport
of thir
study.
The
questionnaire
is numbered so thae vheo we
receive
your completed qutstioanaire
we do
not have to send you a follow-up
request.
your name and address will
be
In fact,
disassociated
f ram your questionnaire
and
your ansvtrs
vi11 be combined so that
nobody will
be able to tell hov ydu or any
other single
company ansvcred a given
Remember, while your name is
question.
not important to thir study, your plans
We caaaot make
art.
and opinions
meaningful
recommendations
without
help
from you and others like you.

memory, as proposed
be a centralized

l

receive,
handle,
ship spear fuel

l

score limired
amounts of spent
fuel (approximstely
15,000 MT),

The repository
would :

The questioaqaire
may take about 20
minute8 to complete.
Most of the
questions
can be completed by checking
boxt s . There is #pact at the end of the
questionnaire
for any comaentr you may
vlrh to make conetruing
DOE’s plans for
MRS.

package, and
to 8 repository

planned

for

Please rteurn
the completed
qutstioanaire
in the self-addrtsred
envelope within
3 vtekr after
receipt.
If
you have any questions,
pltare
call
either
Mary
Chtscon or Vince Price at (202)

1998

252-8720.
l

l

receive,
handle,
rpeat fuel
have extensive

and package
Thank you for

cooperaeioa.

If the self-sddrtsred
envelope
is
miaplactd,
pltatt
mail the completed
qutrtioanairt
to:

rcorage

capacity
and dirporsl
for spent fuel.

your

capability

Mr. Vinct Price
U .S . General Accouating
Building,
1000 Independence
Warhington,
D.C.
Forrtsral
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Off ice
Room CB-236
Avtaue, S l w*
20585

1.

2.

In order to meinteia
full
core
reserve
aad keep your compeny
plent(s)
opereting
until
the
liceore
l spiree, your compeny aey
be conridering
rtarrse
optionr.
?or each of the rtorege
optioar
lirted
below, vhich stege of plenning
bast describe8
your compeey’s
plene
for rpent fuel storege?
(POR EACH
STORAGE OPTION CHKCK ONE COLUMN.)
(10-15)

end year does your
the end of
opereting
life
for rrch of your
(PLEASE SPCCIPY THE PLANT’S
pleats?
NAM-EAND ENTER TIU UONTR AND YEAR FOR
EACR PLANT CURRENTLY LICENSED. 1
By whet month

companyl nticipete

Plent

Neme

--Uonth

Year

1. Plrnt

--

(16-19)

2. Plent

--

(20-23)

Plent

--

(24-27)

Pl mt

--

(26-31)

Plrat

--

(32-M)
(36-39)

Plent

Plr nt
STOluOC OPTIONS

I

pool
; 1. Rereckinl
1 2. Trenshipment
to
another
pool
3. lad
* conrolidetion
I. Onsite dry
8toraRe
3 . Offaicr dry
storage
(SPCCI?Y VluuLt

I

~ 6. Other

(SPtCIPYj

~ 1N-No Response
I2 O-Other Response
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I
I

II

II
I

II (40.43)

be.

If l rrpolitory
is not available
in
1998, vould
your coopeny be villina
to store on rite
spent
fuel generated
by your currently
licenred
reactors
during
the folloving
time periodr?
(FOR EACH PERIOD CHRCK On. COLUMN.)

PLEASE READ
1) ANSWER QUESTIONS XN RR?lS O? YOUR
couPANy’S NgRDS AND PLANS, E
THE PtltsPtcTIn
OI TEE INDUSTRY
AS A WHOLE.
2)

UNLESS OTRCRWI it NOTED, COl4PLER
THE QUCSTIONNA :RC ASSUHINC DOE’S

PLANS FOR A RR ‘OSITORY IN 1998
WILL SC REAL12 !D.
3a. Do you cxpoct
your
compeay
able to provide
for onsitr
#pent
fuel
generated
for.11
currzly
licanred
reactora
each of the perioda
lirtrd
(FOR EACH PERIOD CHtCK ONE

vi11 be
storage
by

if

l
reeoritory
ia, delayed
for
I
lean thin 5 vcarrll0

your

through
belov?
COLUIM.)

2.

(U-17)

I.

Ib .
I

PERIODS
1. Until
1996
(when an URS

scheduled

I

I

I

I

I

III

to

be available)
3. Afror
1998

21

12

9

10

0

11

‘if l reporitory
is delayed
for
less

than

5 year8

6. After
1998
if l reporitory
is delayed
for
5 year8 or more
lb.

In what ye&r will
your
compeny
no longer
be able
to provide
for
(SPECIFY YEAR.)
onsitr
storage?
Year m9e
TY52

frm

to n30

(48-51)

24

why or vhy not?

I
I
I
I
III
120 I10 l 7 I 5 Ill11

i.

If A reporitotl,
ir not available
in 1998, do you expect
that your eapaay
vi11
typar ot rrrirtracr
from DOL in order to provide
raque#t
any of tha folloving
(U?JDIX LACll TIIU PERIOD,
#peat fuel rtorago
duriot
the follovia~
time periods?
FOX tACU TYPE 01 ASSISTWCt
CHECK OIR COLIJM.)

for your
COB*A~Y’~

rvdcer

1 1 14

12 18

8

0

1 10 15 13 12

1

6

10 14

17

0

16

13

2

4
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(SW61

0 .;l_
I

(57-M;
(39-60)

4’. twh-nt

(rtorrge
cask,
rod conrol idat ion
1 wwimnt,
etc.)

2

3 L Othrt
: (SPICIPY)

(61-62)
(63104)

I
1

414
1

4

11

0

~

6.

opinion,
hov u jar or minor (I
(if at all)
doer your company
aticipato
ray of the follwin~
vould
be in providiq
oarire #torage of
la your
problem

rpeat fuel after 19981
1Ttn CBCCKONE CoLrn.)

8,

t?OR UCM
(6%69)

Amming
(L rrporitory
ir rvrilrble
ia
1990 and conridering
your eempeny’r
nmdr and plane, doer your cmpray feel
that it vould br more cortly
to atore
rpent fuel at an MS or onrite
rt
(CRKCK On.1
your tractor(r)?
(71)
!W vould be much more

cortly
WRS vould

be aosevhat

more

cortly
NM vould be about l e
cprtly aa reactor
storagr

1. Public

l proval

a)

2. NRC-&

9

11

18

8 .-1 2 il

Reactor rtorqr

be

5

8

27

9

much more cortlp

113

lJJ
LO

If a reporitory

ir not available
in
1998, vhich of the follovinl
optionr
spent fuel #merecod
by
for #toting
your currently
licensed
reactora
dear
your capeny
prefer?
(CHECK ONE.1
1. (3

Omit8

rtorrp

(70)

2. 1Jg nw
’ 3.

be

utility

corirriod

7.

Reactor rtorrge
vould
rowvhat
more costly

(A

Other

tSPkCIPY>
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vould

~9.

To vhat extent,
if et l ll,
would your company be willing
to pry
share of the colt8
for en tlRS facility
under each of the folloving
(pou EACH CONDITION CHKCK ONE COLvnn.)

l

proportional
conditions?
(72-75)

by

l xirtinl

1 mill

21

fee

17

4

6

3

ID2 (l-2)
CD2 (3)

~10. Conrideriq
does your
condition*?

I

conrolidetion
. Strndrrdired

your compeny’a
needr and plmr,
uhich of the folloving
l ctivitiea,
company feel should be done at rn PtRS eivrn
the folloving
(WDtlt CACH CONDITION, CHECK ONC COLUMN ?OR EACH ACTIVITY. 1

110
1

117 I13
I
I

1 4 1 7
I
I
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if

my,

11. Asnuming l rrporitory
is rveilrblr
in
1998 and conaidrring
your compeny’r
needy and plenx,
for l ech of the
folloving
feature@ of DOE’, MRS
proporal,
hov necerrary
or beneficial
does your cumpeny believe
the feeture
is?
(FOR EACH FEATURE CHECK ONE COLUMN.)
(19-23)

2.

rtorrge

3

16

LY

Z,d
consolidation

7

29

15

"

21

12. Aawning
l rrporitory
ir weilrble
in
1998, doer your caprny
expect to be
able to provide
or rrrmge for each
of the folloving
services,
if
Congrerr
doer not l uthorize
DOE’r
proposal
for an FIRS? (FOR EACH
SCRVICC CHECK ONE COLUMN.)
(20-27)

idation
2. Stxrdrrdized
peckaging
of
conrol

3. Strndrrdited

spent

of transport
casks

5. Centrrlired
trrnrport

at ion

23

12

16

1 2

.]5

22

16

10,

I

28

fuel

&

,

L”

L,

d

1

6

13

11

10

73 4

13e.

bruming

ie l veilable
in
your compeziy’e

repository

l

1998 end cooelderiog

15. ]In your opinion,

hov major or minor
at all)
vi11 long-term
rtorege
problems be for your compeey’e
reactore
not currently
llceneed,
but
in some phase of conetruction?
(CHECK ONE.)
(if

needr end phae, do.8 your compeny
rupport
or oppose Kit’s
currant
plane
proporiw
en HRS throught
vhich l ll or

most rpeat fuel will pees en route
from reactore to the repository?
(CECCK ONE.)
(28)
1. [9J

Strongly

(31)
No reactotr

under

conetructioa

eupport
No problems

2. [LT] Geaerelly

eupport
Kinor

3.

k]

Neither

support

probleme

nor oppose

probleme

tbderete

4. &J

Ceaerelly

oppore

Nafor probleme
5. [

] Froagly

oppoee

2

Very
N

AA0

13b. Why does your compeay rupport
or
oppore DOE'8 curr*nt
plen proposing
an HRS?
(29)

Narrative

probleme
10
. . -

major

16. If y&
compeoy l crcrpatar
problems
rt reectote
under
pleare
describe
them belov.

l ny
coneauction,

answers
mtive

(32)

answers

14. Which of the folkwin&

optionr
for
vmta
meneceoent
of eprnt fuel
aenereted
by your currently
llceneed
reuctora
doer your compeny prefer?
(CHcCK on.,
(30)

17r.

In general,
how confident
(if at all)
is your company that DOE vi11 have l
repository
waileble
in 19981 (CHECK
ONE.)

(33)
1.

@4]

Pepoeitory

only

1.

[36J Not confident

1 2. [c]

NRS end reporitoty

2.

[_5]

A little

confident

’

Other

3.

[r]

Somevhat

confident

4.

[1]

Mnderetely

5.

[A]

Greatly

3.

(21

(SPECIn)

Narrative

answerS

confident
coot ident

6. [L]
17b.

No barir
to judge
1N
LO
In what yeer doer your conpeny
the repository
to be wellable?

expect

(SPECIFY YEAR.)

Year Range from 1998 to 2010
(34-37)
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lb.

Pierre
describe
any rpeclal
arprctr
Of your
affected
9our rerpoara
to thlr
questlonnaira.
reactor,
power arid ahming.

Narrative

lab.

Pleare

m

provide

~ompany’s operation
which may have
(For example,
co-ounershlp
of
(38)

answxs

an9 additional

cements

you m~9 hwa

regarding

DOE’8 plan8

for

in the 8pN@ bdOV.

Narrative

answxs

Please provide
the ILAID@and telophooe
complrtinp
this quertlonn&ire
80 that
clarification
of my rerpoarer.
,

N&me

’

Title
Telephone
Nuabar

( -1
Area

(39)

number of the official
we may contact
him/her

bda

THANK YOU POR YOUR COOPEMTION.

30

r88pOn8ibh
for
8hould VI need

SECTION 7
OBJECTIVES,

SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

The chairmen of the House Committee on Interior
and Insular
Affairs
and the Subcommittee
on Energy Conservation
and Power,
House Committee on Energy and Commerce, asked GAO on March 18,
1985, to review DOE's proposal
for MRS to assist
the Congress in
evaluating
the MRS and the integrated
transportation
system
associated
with it.
The request
includes
seven specific
questions
concerning
the purpose,
benefits,
and impacts of MRS, Tennessee's
role in the program,
and how well DOE has analyzed
the costs of;
siting,
and transportation
impacts of; need for; and
scheduling,
alternatives
to a nuclear
waste management system including
an
The overall
objective
of our review is to determine
whether
MRS.
DOE’s proposal
provides
sufficient
information
for congressional
huthorization
of the MRS.
The objective
in this fact sheet is to provide
the requesters
ith factual
information
on the MRS to assist
during deliberations
n whether to approve construction
of the MRS. To achieve this
bjective,
we agreed with the requesters'
offices
to provide
this
P
,information
in a briefing
document prior
to completion
of our
overall
assignment.
This fact sheet addresses
those questions
lin the March 18, 1985, letter
that involve
a compilation
of basic
information
on the MRS rather
than detailed
analysis
and
evaluation
--those
concerning
the purpose,
advantages/
disadvantages,
and impacts of the MRS and the role of the state of
Tennessee in the program.
We did not attempt
to evaluate
the
information
presented.
The remaining
questions
requiring
our
evaluation
and analysis
will
be addressed
in our final
report.
he information
contained
in this fact sheet will
be used in our
in the request.
of the remaining
issues raised
"evaluation
In addition
to presenting
information
on the MRS proposal,
we
are including
the results
of a questionnaire
we distributed
to the
chidf
executive
officers
of all utilities
(74) that either
own or
ioperate nuclear
power plants
to obtain
information
that also will
Abe useful
in answering
the remaining
questions
in the request.
~The questionnaire
was designed
to obtain
information
on'utilities'
~plans for expanding
spent-fuel
storage
and their
views on the need
ifor, and benefits
of, the MRS proposed by DOE. This information
'is important
for our evaluation
since utilities'
plans and views
bear directly
on whether the MRS is either
necessary
to prevent
some reactors
from having to shut down because
of insufficient
storage
space or beneficial
to utilities
in that MRS may lessen
the amount of storage capacity
that must be added at reactor
sites.
Edison
utility

The questionnaire
was pretested
with four utilities
and the
Electric
Institute-a national
association
representing
the
industry-prior
to its distribution.
Fifty-four
companies
31
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.

comple;ed
the questionnaire;
17 companies did not respond because
they are minority
owners and either
a parent company or the
plant's
operating
company was submitting
a response that was
representative
of their
views; 2 companies submitted
their
views
in letters
but did not complete
the questionnaire;
and 1 company
did not reply.
The questionnaire,
with a compilation
of
utilities'
responses,
is included
in this fact sheet.
We obtained
most of the information
for this fact sheet from
documents provided
bv the Department
of Energy.
We reviewed
the
December 1985 "Review Copies" of DOE's MRS proposal
documents,
as
well as various
internal
DOE memoranda, some draft
segments of the
and early contractor
studies
relatinq
to the
proposal
documents,
proposal.
Because DOE has not yet submitted
its final
proposal
to
the Congress pending resolution
of litiaation,
we were not able to
We also obtained
information
from
review the final
MRS proposal.
discussions
with officials
of DOE's Office
of Civilian
Radioactive
Waste Manaqement.
we obtained
information
from officials
of the
In addition,
Tennessee Safe Growth Cabinet Council,
the city of Oak Ridge, and
the Clinch
River MRS Task Force and the Research,
Evaluation,
to
Analysis
and Liaison
qroup-- two local qroups established
In addition,
we reviewed various
evaluate
DOE's proposal.
documents and studies
prepared
by advisors
and contractors
assisting
the state in evaluatinq
DOE's MRS proposal.
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